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INTRODUCTION 
One of the fundamentals in calculus is the theorem known 
as Green's theorem. This theorem relates a line integral over 
a simple closed curve to a double integral over a region bounded 
by the curve. It is interesting to note that Green's theorem 
plays an important role in various fields of science such as 
electromagnetism, elasticity, fluid mechanics and the like. 
A brief introduction to Green's theorem will be made us-
ing a simple example. The theorem states: Let C be a simple 
closed curve in E2 , and R be a region bounded by it. Let 
P(x,y), Q(x,y) be two continuous functions defined in Rand 
on C, having the first partial derivatives which are also con-
tinuous and defined on a and in R. Then 
(A) J fot 1< + G.ci ~ = JJ [ [)~ ~~ 1) _ o~(~, ff) J d. -x cLj-
c R 
where the line integral is in a counterclockwise direction on c. 
Example: 
i-
Let P% 0, Q =.x over a region R:[o~-x::::1,o~~~1J 
and 0 its perimeter. 0 con-
D 
'{0,1) 
c~(l,t) 
r------, sists of 4 arcs c1(A,B), 
c2(B,C), c3(C,D), and 
C4(D,A) 
R 
----~---~---~ 0 
A=Co,o) 13= ( 1,0) 
Since P = 0, = 0 and dQ - 1; o-x -
ii 
therefore, (A) becomes 
and 
Hence, (A) is satisfied. 
Similar theorems to Green's have been suggested in the 
works of Lagrange and Gauss prior to Green's effort. However, 
much of the work was done by Green and the theorem was named 
in his honor. 
The proof of the theorem is given in various ways. The 
most well known proof is done by using the iterated integral 
method over a region known as Rx' or By' or both (hence, the 
boundary curve is regular also). Specification of the region 
in the iterated integral method of proof limits generalization 
of the proof. It has not been until recent years that papers 
by S. Verblunsky and D. H. Potts have been published 'vhich 
show that the proof of the theorem in more generalized and 
stronger form is possible by using a curve known as the Jordan 
rectifiable curve and a region bounded by it. This method 
does not require the region to be a regular Rx or Ry· 
The purpose of this paper is to present the summary of 
the proofs and compare the classical method with this new ap-
proach to the proof. Since the validity of the theorem as 
iii 
well as the proof of it depends on properties of the curves 
and the regions, a comprehensive discussion will be given in 
Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, the Jordan curve, the Jordan recti-
fiable curve and the region bounded by the latter, and some 
of their related properties, are treated in detail. In Chap-
ter 3, comparison of various methods of the proof is presented. 
The final chapter is devoted to a simple application of Green's 
theorem. 
Chapter I 
A discussion and summary of the definition of curves 
and regions which will be of use will be given in this chap-
ter. 
§ 1. Curve and Region 
Definition 1 
A curve in the xy-plane is a set of points (x,y) for 
which 
(1) 
where cp ( t) and ytr( t) are continuous in a~ t ~b. 
If <;b(a) = q'(b) and ¥<a) = -zj-(b), the curve is said 
to be closed. If ~(t') = ~(t''), and ~(t') = ~(t'') 
means t' = t'', the curve is said to have no double point. 
In the plane a curve is a closed and bounded set. 
By an arc, we shall mean a segment of a curve that is, 
let a curve be defined by (1). Then, a segment of the curve 
is defined as a set of points (x',y') for which x' = sD(t), 
y' = 7/"( t) for c :::;, t ~ d where a~ c, d ~b. 
Definition 2 
A set is called a region if it is the union of an open 
connected set with some, none, or all its boundary points. 
If none of the boundary points is included, the region is 
called an open region. Sometimes the term "domain 11 is used 
for an open region. 
2 
§2 Regular Curve, Region Rx, Ry, and Regular Region 
Definition 3 
2 
The curve (1) is said to be regular if it has no double 
points and if the interval (a,b) can be divided into a finite 
number of subintervals in each of which ¢co E. C1, 7/!Ct} c C1 
and [ ¢ 'et-) r + [ v ( t)] 2 > 0 . 
The curve may have corners at which the above conditions 
may not be satisfied; however, if the number of such corners 
is finite, the curve is still regular. 
Definition 4 
Let ¢(x) and cf(x)EC in a ~x ~ b and 
¢e-x)< 1/rc-x! in a~ x ::; b. 
Then the region Rz, or R =[a, b, ¢Cx), if(x)], is the region 
bounded by the curves, 
(2) x =a, x = b, y = <)b(x), y =7/(x). 
Region By is defined in an obvious way. 
Definition 5 
The region is regular if it is bounded and closed, and 
if its boundary consists of a finite number of regular curves. 
Regions Rz and Ry are regular if curves defined by (2) 
are all regular and bounded. A regular region can be decom-
posed into a finite number of non-overlapping sub regions 
R1 , R2 , ••• , ~' where Ri is a regular Rz or Ry1 (non-
overlapping regions mean they have no interior points in 
1n. V. Widder, Advanced Calculus, (Prentice-Hall, 2nd ed., 
1961) p. 225 
common, although they may have boundary points in common), 
such that the region R can be considered as the sum of the 
regular regions~ (i = 1, 2, ••• , n). 
§ 3 Jordan Curve, and Rectifiable Curve 
Definition 6 
If the curve is closed and has no double points, then 
the curve is called a Jordan curve. 
The definition of a Jordan curve is given in a different 
way, as follows: 
Definition 7 
A set of points which can be put into one-to-one corres-
pondence with the points of a circle in such a way that the 
correspondence is continuous in both directions is called a 
Jordan curve. 
It can be shown as follows that definition 6 and defini-
tion 7 are equivalent: 
Let J denote a Jordan curve and C a circle. Let C be 
a unit circle expressed in the parametric representation 
X'=COS21T9~ f = .sin. 2 1r e 
where 0 ~ 9 ~ 1 . 
Then by definition 7, there exist the continuous mapping 
functions f and f-l such that 
and 
tCJ)= C 
f; (C)= J. 
Let a set of points (x,y) represent the curve J, then we can 
express (x,y) as 
3 
( 'J<' lJ) = f -\ [ ('X I) J I) J 
0 r -x = F' ( )( I ) = r' ( c 0 5 2 n e) 
~-= V'c tj') =f"\stn ziT e) 
If we denote f-1 (COS 211 e) by ¢(G) and f-1 (Sin 27f8) by?/"( 8), 
then 
( 1 I ) 
-x= qce), o~G:Sl. 
How, since cos (z 1f x 0) = cos(21f x 1) and sin(2rrxo) = sin(21TX1) 
and f-1 (cos 2~~0) = f-l(cos 2Wxl), then 
¢Co)= ¢co 
and z/!co)= ?fc 1) • 
4 
Therefore, the curve (~) is closed and no double points exist 
since there are no double points on the unit circle. It shovrs 
that the curve ~') is a Jordan curve, as stated in definition 
6. It can be shown the converse is true also. 
Sometimes the term ••simple closed curve 11 is used for the 
Jordan curve or vice versa. 
Now follows the definition of rectifiability of the curve 
in order to define a Jordan rectifiable curve. 
Definition 8 
The length of an arc of a curve between two end points 
is the limit (if it exists and is finite) of the perimeters 
of polygons inscribed in the curve whose maximum side length 
tends to zero. This limit does not always exist, and we call 
rectifiable the curves whose arc has a finite length. That is, 
Let a curve be given by (1). For each partition 
- - - - Z tn = b 
there exists a set of points 
P={F:,R,P:,-
where fL = f[X(ti), ~(tJ] fori= O, 1, 2, ••• , n, such that the 
set constitutes the vertices of the polygon inscribed inside 
the curve. 
Now, denoting r~-ft~/ as the length of a side of the 
polygon having Pi and Pi-l as end points, the sum 
Y1 L: I pi - R-1 I 
t::.O 
is the length of the inscribed polygon. 
If we denote § as 
S = MaX I PL - F(_, I 
0 ~·~yt 
5 
the length L of an arc between two points t = a and t = b of the 
curve is, by the above definition, to be the limit (whenever 
one exists) 
1\ 
L = Lim L I Pt- PL-r I 
~~o t~o 
Then the curve is said to be rectifiable. 
tfuen a curve is given by (1), the curve will be rectifi-
able provided the following condition is satisfied. 
Theorem 1 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for a curve des-
cribed by (1) to be rectifiable are that both 
X = cf ( t) 
y = ?/'(t) 
are of bounded variations on [a, b] • 
The bounded variation of a function is defined as follows: 
Definition 9 
6 
Let f(x) be defined on [a, b] , and P =[x.;x,,---,'X~jis a 
partition of ~a, b] • If there exists a positive number lvl 
such that 
il L: j -f c)\~) - f c x f<-1) I { M 
*~' 
for all partitions of [a, b] , then f(x) is said to be of 
bounded variation on [a, b] • 
Example: An arc of the curve y = X·sin i which contains 
the origin is not rectifiable, but a similar arc of the curve 
y = x2 • sin l is rectifiable. 
X 
Not all Jordan curves are rectifiable, and by Definition 
8, we can now define the following: 
Definition 10 
We call Jordan curves which have finite length, rectifi-
able. 
This concludes the preliminary summary and discussion of 
the curves and the regions. Further discussion of the proper-
ties of the Jordan curve, the Jordan rectifiable curve and 
Jordan regions will be given in the next chapter. 
Chapter II 
§ 1 Jordan Curve Theorem, and Jordan Region 
When a simple closed curve is drawn in a plane, what 
property does this figure have? The answer to this question 
led to the important theorem known as the Jordan Curve Theorem 
which states: 
Theorem 22 (Jordan curve theorem) 
Every Jordan curve C in the plane (E2) divides the points 
of E2 - C into distinct regions (called the components of E2 -
C) of which C is their common boundary. 
For a simple closed curve (Jordan curve) such as a circle, 
an ellipse, etc., it is intuitively evident; however, for more 
complicated Jordan curves, it needs proof. This was pointed 
out by Camille Jordan in 1892. His proof was incomplete, and 
later Veblen (1905) corrected it. 
Among these two components, exactly one of them is bounded • 
.Definition 11 
The bounded component of E2 - C is called the interior 
(or the inner region) of C and is denoted by I(C). The un-
bounded component of E2 - C is called the exterior (or the 
outer region) of c. Subsets of the interior are said to be 
2For proof, See G. T. wnyburn, Analytic Topology,{American 
I~th. ::>oc., New York, 1942) p. 104 
8 
inside C and subsets of the exterior are said to be outside c. 
The theorem, hence, implies that the points of s2 - C 
fall into two regions, say, A and B; where A denotes the ex-
terior of the curve c, and B, the interior of the curve C, 
and C is their common boundary, such that any curve joining 
a pair of points belonging to the same region does not cross C 
(or crosses only an even number of times), while any curve 
joining a pair of points belonging to different regions must 
cross C an odd number of times. (Note: this excludes any 
points which are tangent points common to both curves.) The 
manner by which they are joined need not be unique. 
Theorem 3 
Let C be a Jordan curve in E2• If x e: C and if y E I( C), 
there exists an arc joining x and y which {except for the end 
point x) lies entirely inside C (the arc need not be rectifi-
able). 
Among these two regions, the region of interest is the 
one which is bounded. 
Definition 12 
By Jordan region, we shall mean the interior of C, de-
noted by I(C) where C is a Jordan curve. 
§ 2 Jordan Rectifiable Curve, a Region Bounded by It, and 
Their Related Properties 
For further discussion, we shall be particularly interested 
in the region bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve, J, and 
we shall denote this region by I(J). 
9 
lie ask what properties does this region I(J) have? A hor-
izontal line or a vertical line may intersect the curve J in-
finitely many times, which in turn means a line decomposes the 
region I(J) into an infinite number of subregions. However, 
what we are interested in is the following: is it possible that 
a system of horizontal and vertical lines can decompose the reg-
ion I(J) into a finite number of non-overlapping subregions 
2, ••• , s, . . . n, of arbitrarily small 
diameter? More precisely, whether 
where each I(Ji) fori= 1, 2, ••• ,s is a square of arbitrarily 
small side, say ~.>0, and each I(Ji) for i = S+l, ••• ,n has a 
boundary consisting of arcs of the curve J and segments (of 
length S>O) of horizontal and vertical lines. 1-:Ioreover, does 
11 
the area of the sum L: I ( }i.) 
i:$-tl 
tend to zero as n ~ C>o ? 
The answers are affirmative as will be seen later. The 
properties of this region lead us to the important and very es-
sential theorem for the proof of Green's theorem in more 
general form. 
Theorem 43 
Let ~;;.- 0 be given and let S( S) denote the collection of 
squares in xy-plane determined by the line x = n~y = n~ 
(n = 0, ±1, ±2, ••• ). Let R (=I(J)) be a Jordan region 
bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve J ru1d let J(R) denote 
3Proof -rrill be given in § 3. 
10 
the positively oriented boundary of R. Then R can be expressed 
as the union of a finite collection of non-overlapping regions 
R1 , R2 , ••• , ~having the following properties: 
a) Those subregions inside J are squares of the collection 
S( S ) • 
b) Tne remaining subregions (called border regions) have 
boundaries composed of arcs of J and segments of the 
line x = nS, y = n~ (where n i~ an integer). 
,_ 
c) Each border region can be enclosed in a square of edge 
length 2 b • 
d) If J( ~), • 
(meaning to 
side as you 
Rn_, we have 
• • , J(~) are the positively oriented 
leave a region always to the left hand 
follow the boundary) boundaries Rl, ••• , 
J ( R) = J ( Rl) + J ( R2) + • • • + J ( hn) • 
e) The number of squares in S(S) having points in common 
with J does not exceed 4 ± 4L/6, where Lis the length 
of J. 
It appears this theorem is based partly on Hu's lemma4 
and properties used by Estermann5 in their papers for the proof 
of the strong form of Cauchy's theorem (lemmas by Estermann and 
Hu are given in Appendix). 
An additional theorem shall be given here which is to be 
used later. 
Theorem 5 
If J is a rectifiable Jordan curve and Q is continuous 
on J, then 
4Kuen-sen Hu, "On Cauchy's Integral Theorem, 11 Science Re-
ports 2f the National Tsing ~ University. Ser A,3 (1935) 
pp. 179-l'S3 
5T. Bstermann, 11 Uber die Totale Variation einer Stetigen 
Funktion und den Cauchyschen Integralzatz, u !-:Iathematisch 
Zeitschrift. V 37, (1933}; pp. 556-560; pp. 55B-559 
where n is the oscillation of Q on J and L is the length of 
J. The definition of oscillation is as follows: 
Let f be defined and bounded on a closed interval s. 
Let T be a subset of s. The number 
Yl= sup 1 ton~ fc&> I 'XE T, lJ E T} 
is called the oscillation of F on the set T. 
§ 3 :Proof of Theorem 4 
Theorem 4 being the essential tool for the proof of 
Green's theorem in more general form, the proof will be in-
cluded here. The follovring proof is according to Hu6 and 
Apostol.7 
11 
:Proof: Let J be the Jordan rectifiable curve, and R 
denote its interior I(J), and J(R) denote the positively ori-
ented boundary of R. Let Z = (x(t), y(t)), ast :Sb, be a con-
tinuous function describing J, such that Z E J(R}. 
Since J is rectifiable, by theorem 1, x andy are contin-
uous functions of bounded variation on [a, b], such that 
there exists the maximum and minimum of x and y on [a, b] • 
Let l~ and my denote the maximum and minimum, respectively, 
of y on [a, b] with My= y(t1 ), illy= y(t2), and let pl = Z(tl)' 
p2 = Z(t2 ) be corresponding points on J. 
Assume 1·7 - my> 2~,(S7o), then there exists an integer n 
between & - _I and ~ + _I_ such that 0 ;z ~ z 
6Kuen-sen Hu, 12£• £1!. 
7T. Ivl. Apostol, Iviathematical Analysis, Addison-lfesley 
Series in Hath., (A-1f Publishing Co., Inc.) pp. 287-289 
( 3) 
) 
Since ~< na..::I'Iy, the line y = nS"intersects J at least twice. 
P, 
It is no1.v desired to show 
that there is a segment 
L(u,v) of the line y = nb 
which forms, with J, two 
rectifiable curves J and 
1 
J 2 with P1 eo J 1 and 1'2 E J 2 
such that J1 n J 2 = L(u,v), 
i.e., the intersection of 
J1 and J 2 is a segment 
L(u,v). l-5:oreover, we shall see this segment L(u,v) divides 
12 
the region R into two regions (non-overlapping except on 
L(u,v)), R1 and E2' which are bounded by J 1 and J 2 respectively. 
Let Q1 and Q2 be points in the interior I(J) of J, but 
choose these Q1 and Q2 in the following way: 
Let Q1 and Q2 be above and below the line y = nS , re-
spectively, but in such a way that the arcs c1 and c2 which 
are wholly inside I(J) (except P1 and 1'2 ) join Q1 to P1 and 
Q2 to P2 , respectively (it is possibleby theorem 3), without 
intersecting the line y = nS. Further, Ql and Q2 being inside 
of J, they can be joined by a polygonal curve, c, 'I'Thich is 
wholly inside J (that is, all points of c consist of interior 
points of J only) whose sides are finite. -.re can further as-
sume that 0 has no side coinciding with a part of the line 
y = n~. The polygonal curve C must intersc;ct the line y = n~ 
13 
at least once, say, at a point p, since one end point, 11 , of 
0 is above and the other, Q2 , is belovl this line. There vlill 
be a segment L(u,v) of the line y = n S containing p, and of 
such a nature that only end points u and v of L(u,v) belong to 
J, while all other points of the segment (open line segment 
L(u,v)) are inside of J. There can be only a finite number 
of such segments containing points of C, since C has at most 
a finite number of intersections with the line y = n6. But 
there must be at least one segment on 1-vhich C has an odd number 
of intersection points since otherwise both end points of 0, 
i.e., Q1 and Q2 , v-muld be on the same side of the line y = n~. 
If L(u,v) is such a segment, then it forms with J t1·10 
rectifiable Jordan curves J1 and J 2 , one of which contains P1 
(call this J 1 ) and the other P2 (call this J 2 ). If one of the 
curves contains both P1 and P2 , then P1 and P2 w·ould both be 
exterior to the other curve. But this is impossible because 
the continuous line c1 + 0 + o2 , joining P1 and P2 , has an odd 
number of intersections with y = n & • 
1•1oreover, these curves form the boundaries of tuo regions, 
R1 and R2 , whose union is R. The positively oriented boundaries 
J(R1 ) and J(R2 ) of R1 and R2 are such that J(R) = J(R1 ) + J(R2 ) • 
. How, let v( J) be the total variation of y on the parametric 
interval of J, and define the numbers as v(J1 ) and v(J2). 
Because of the manner in which J1 and J 2 are constructed, vTe 
have 
Furthermore, by inequality ( 3), vre obtain 
• 
Therefore, 
<.. v( J) - S 
and 
v( J) - h 
~~ If the altitude of either curve, say J 1 , is >2S , repeat the 
above construction with J replaced by J1 and arrive at a new 
curve J 3, for ithich i·Te will have 
< v(J)-2~ 
14 
After k such steps, -rre v1ould arrive a.t an inequality of the form 
~< v(J)-k~ ) or (k + 1)~:.::::. v(J). 
Since y is of bounded variation on [a, b], v(J) is finite. 
Hence, the number k is restricted and the process cannot con-
tinue indefinitely. That is, after a finite number of steps, 
all curves obtained by the above construction will have alti-
tude ~ 2 ~ • And corresponding regions bounded by these curves 
(finite in number) will also have altitude ~ 2 S • 
In a similar manner, we can divide each of these regions 
by vertical segments taken from the line x = n S to complete the 
proof of parts (a), (b) , (c) and ( cl) , of the theorem. :S1or part 
(e), let L be the length of the curve J, and 1! = the largest 
integer less than or equal to L/!J ; then H decomposes J into 
·~~The altitude of a set A in E2 is the sup of all differences IY1 :- y2 1, -rrhe:e ~x1 , y1 ) G A, (x2 , y 2 ) E-A. The width of A is s!m~larly def~nea. 
15 
Narcs of length and possibly one arc of length<h, where each 
arc intersects at most four squares of S(S). Hence, the num-
ber of squares inS(~) intersecting J is at most 4(N+l) <: 
4 + 4L/S • 
This proves the theorem. 
Chapter III 
Preliminary theorems and definitions are presented in 
previous chapters. Various proofs of Green's theorem will be 
given in this chapter. First, the classical proof by means 
of the iterated integral will be given. Then, more general 
form of proof will follow. 
§1 Proof of Green's Theorem by iterated integral method 
1fe shall begin "YTith the definition of iterated integral. 
Definition 13 
The iterated integral is the form 
l bcl-x r,;cfc-x, ';j-) cL'i} 11. J¢w 
which is used for the evaluation of a double integral. 1Iowever, 
not all double integral can be expressed by iterated integral. 
Theorem 6 
If f(x,y) E C in a closed and bounded region ~ = R =[ct,b,¢c~vlrc'KJ] 
defined as in Definition 4, then 
JL fcx, ';}) ci-xcL~ = Joct-xlwfc-x, lJ) d'J. 
R.,. a. ¢>(~) 
For a region By' analogous equality holds. 
Proof of Green's theorem: 
Case I : 
1) R is a regular region ~ (Fig. 2a) and also regular 
region By (Fig. 2b). 
2) C is the boundary of R (since R is a regular region, 
cis a regular curve). 
Since P(x,y) and Q(x,y) are continuous in R, we can apply 
theorem 5 to obtain 
tt 
c 
0 a b 
:B'ig. 2a 
c - . - - - - - . ---
0 
Fig. 2b 
l b b =-ape-x, <hx))cLx-ja PCX, ¢oo)d'X 
=-! Pd:X:. 
c 
Therefore, -jj o-~(;, tt) cL-xcilJ- = fc Pd./\ 
R 
17 
In the same way JJR aai;'~)~x~6 can be written as an iterated 
integral with the region ~ = [c,d, f(~), ~C'J.)] to obtain the result, 
J JFZ aQo(~, '1) cL ~d.~ = ~ Q d. tj-. 
Both line integrals are in the positive sense. 
(~ote: All the line integrals henceforth will be in the posi-
tive sense--positively oriented--unless otherwise stated.) 
Addition of both equalities, respectively, results in 
J p ~ x + a c1 (f = j fc ~ - ~ ~ ) cl!X ci ~. 
c f2. 
This proves the theorem. 
18 
Though this proof is simple, the fact that not all regions 
can be both Ex and By presents a difficulty. This difficulty 
will be eliminated with the use of the following proof. ~fe 
need an additional theorem to do this proof. 
Theorem 7 
If 
Then, 
1) fcx,t; E ( 1 
'1. 
2) f.c-x,"J,n=~ fc:X,+)Iit 
dtC~,~.!) =-[:tat(-x,t) clt 
:j;)( ~ o-x 
;jf 1\'J, :n "'-f 0:, \j.) 
dF~~~,z) = fcx .. n 
a~t~b 
' 
Substitution of y = ¢ ( x), z = W( x) into the equation 
~ ~ c-x,~.Z) = ~ fcx,t)d..t 
yields the function F which defines a function, say G, depend-
ing only on a variable, x. That is 
7/ro.J 
Gcx) = -F C-x,¢c-x), Vex)) =L +cx,t)d..t. 
rCX! 
How the differentiation of G(x) = FC'X, ¢ex), 1/FC-x)) with respect 
to x yields 
We can novT apply theorem 7 to obtain 
G 7/;hl r ; d. :ro;) =r dtC:X,i) clt- -fo.,¢uo)·c/Jicx) -fcx) ¢"oo)· trP~J . 
d. "X ) cf>t)() d X 
such that 
jrrxJ 
(4) 1 J1c;,t)d.t-=G-cx)-+tc-x.,¢cx))·¢fcxJ- f(x,Vex))·Yc-x.). 
'{<xJ 
The equation (4) becomes an essential tool to prove case II. 
Proof of Green's Theorem: Case II: 
1) Region is a regular region Rx (or Ry) 
2) C is the boundary of R (as in case I) 
The part of the proof for j p d -x=-Jl ~~ d.xtl~ is the same as 
c. Rx 
case I; hence, we need to prove only the other part 
Jo~ ~ -jj ~~ dxd.~. 
C Rx 
'de find the boundary 0 1-vhich consists of four regular arcs 
~ 
c 
0 a 
Figure 3 
( 5) 
1f;-c'X) 
c, 
<fc 'X) 
I 
b 
o1 , o2 , o3 , and o4 (as in 
Figure 3) such that C = 
Cl+02+03+o4 , and the line 
integral over this C is 
We shall shoir that the right side of (5) is equal to 
Since ;?QC?cd-) ax 
1( oQ. c:x, i) d 'X cVt J,h a:X • 
is continuous in ~' by Theorem 6, then 
11 .:1&~;,~) a-xd.d-==fba-xl•fwoQO<,'J) cilj.. ~x a. cf;ex'> o :X 
Furthermore, by equation (4) (replacing f by Q), we obtain 
fcxl , 
r d:~:x,'}) cL ca--=== 4- 0) + CJ..c"J.> ¢c~))· cf:lcl.) -Q e-x, <to:)). !-e--x) J,poo 
such that 
p b if oQJ~>'J.) Jxd~ = {:f-Cb) -(i-ceD -r h Q.C X, <PoJ) · ¢/cx)c/X -1 Q (X, fuo) · Vr~)d?( 
R?l 
(6) 
?jr(b) ?fc a.) 
=j QC b, ~)d. 'J -j Q. ca, '<})d.~ 
<Pm </X.a.) 
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The comparison of the right side of (5) and (6) shows 
j Qc-x,~) a'j-=jj o~~,~) axeL~. 
( ~X 
For the case when the region is By' the proof is similar. 
Since any regular region can be decomposed into non-
1 . b ul i R R__ S , over app~ng su reg ar reg ons -~ or _7 if on each one of 
these subregions the theorem is valid, we can conclude that 
the theorem is valid for an entire region. 
§2 Proof of Green's Theorem for a rectangular region 
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If a region R is a rectangle, say R = a,b,c,d , the proof 
is analogous to that of case I in § 1, Chapter 3. lfe only need 
to replace ¢(x), ¥-(x) by c, d, and f(y), g(y) by a, b, re-
spectively. 
iCarl Henger in his paper9 shows that the proof for a same 
region can be done without the use of iterated integral. 
Proof of Green's Theorem: 
Let P(x,y), Q(x,y) be two functions satisfying the condi-
tions of Green's theorem. Assume that jj c1~c~,'J) dxdy exists, 
d R thenj[Q.(b.~)-Q(a,d-)]dy 10 exists in R = [a,b,c,d]. 
c 
Let P1 ={-x.:x,,-- -- ,-;x,j, P2 =}J-.,'j.,,-- --.~.,~be partitions of [a,bJ 
and [c,d] respectively. 
Form the sum 
Yl'1 1t 
( 1 ) s = 2: 2:: r Q c -x, . ~h) - Q c -xi_, . 1 f;! ) J c 'rf ~ - LJ -k _,) 
k=-t ·~· 
8D. V. Widder, 12£• £!!. 
9K. Ivienger, 11 0n Green 1 s Formula, 11 Journal £! the London 
~Society, V24, (1949), pp.660-664 
10T. Apostol, ££• £11., p. 265 
where Yk-l < ?n < yk. Since ~~ exists and Q is continuous in 
R, we can apply the Mean Value Theorem11 to (7) to obtain 
where xi-l<~~k<Xi• Therefore, (7) becomes 
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and this is a Riemann sum which approximates the double integral 
Jjo~(i~Jdxdy, assumed to exist. 
R 
Nov-r, if we sum over i of the sum S (7), i.Ye obtain 
which is a general Riemann sum for the one-dimensional Riemann 
d 
integral lCQCh,~)- Qca,'j,)]dy, which also exists. 
Hence, 
Likewise, we obtain 
b 11 ~ ~ a-x ct 1- =I c r ( x, d) - r c ~, c) J cL /( , 
R a a 
and the final result 
J L (! ~ -! ~ ) cL -x cL (f = [ [ Q ( b, '<}) - Q C a, 'J) J c:t ~ - kb[ p ( :X, d ) - p c -x; c) J d -x . 
~ From Figure 4, we find D c~ c 4Do 
A c, 13 
d 
CCR)= C.CA, B) +CCB,C)-+ CCC D)-t C.CD,A) 
( 
and 
....,..o 1---a __ ____,_!:>-- ?( 
Figure 4 
l,~"'~ • Q «:J- £ pa~ • r;uVJ T[,P"-' • Q <>if ·{Pci~ -t a cl~ -r {Pd~. Q ct \1 
b Jd lb Jd =J P(-x,c)d.:X+ Q(b,IJ.)d-6- pc-x,d)d.JX- Q(a,';f)ct~ 
a ( a c. 
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b d 
== h [pc~,o- P(~~d)] d.-x + _[ [QCb, lj.)- Q(a,~)] dLJ. 
Therefore, JJ~~~ _ ~~) d x cLLJ- = 1 Pch-+ Q_ ci (}. 
It should be added that, if the function Q and P satisfy 
the following conditions: 
1) The partial derivatives ~~, ~~ exist and are bounded 
in the interior of R, 
and 2) For each fixed x in [a, b] and y in [c,d] , the limit 
Q(a+,y) and Q(b-,y), P(x,c+) and P(x,d-), respectively, exist 
and satisfy the equation 
Q(a,y) - Q(a+,y) = Q(b,y) - Q(b-,y), 
P(x,c) - P(x,c+} = P(x,d) - ?(x,d-), 
then this method can be applied even though we do not know the 
behavior of Q and P in R. rfuen P, Q are continuous in R, the 
above conditions are automatically satisfied. 
In previous proofs, the region had been defined as a regu-
lar Rx or By' or both; but the following proof will show how 
the proof can be generalized by using the Jordan rectifiable 
curve and a region bounded by it. 
~ 3 Proof of Green's Theorem by D. H. Potts 12 
Let C be a Jordan rectifiable curve and R be a region 
bounded by C (interior of C). Let P, Q be two functions de-
fined on C and in R, and also their first partial derivatives 
be continuous and defined in R and on c. Then 
12:o. H. Potts, 11 A Note on Green's Theorem, 11 Lo.E~ !via.tll 
Society ~ournal, Vol. 26 (1951); pp. 302-304 
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For simplicity, it will be enough to take P = 0 as a 
particular case since we can also prove the case when Q = 0 
and the total result can be obtained by adding the results of 
both cases. 
From the previous proof done by Henger, if we assume ·,) ~~ 
is integrable in R U C, then 
j l) J 1 ~ ci X d_ tj- = lcD Q ci ~ 
are Riemann integrable, where Dis a rectangle contained inside 
C and CD is the boundary of D. 
Since C is a Jordan rectifiable curve and R a region bounded 
by it, we can apply theorem 4. 
The system of the lines x = m~, y = mb"(~>o)of theorem 4 
' 
divides R into regions R1 , R2 , ••• , Rs of which R1 , ~' ••• 
Rk are squares which lie wholly inside 0; and Rk+l' ••• , 
Rs are not squares and have arc of C as a part of their boun-
daries. 
Let the boundaries of regions be c1 , o2 , ••• , Cs. Then 
we have , r = 1 , 2, • • • , k, • • • , s, 
(8) 
and 
By assumption ii), we have 
t I Q ciJ = t 11~~ ti-xcL~. 
~=' C.t- r~J R ... 
Then the result will follow if we can show that the second terms 
of the right side of (8) and (9) approaches zero asS approaches 
zero. 
For the first of these we have 
(10) ,~J{ ~~ i1 ~ul ~ / < B ,~,J~, a~ d-'J 
where B is the bound of[~~fon R. 
By applying theorem 4{e) to {10), we obtain 
I t J 1 ~~ d ~ c{ ~ I < B . 4. ( ~ -r 1) . ~ ;?_ 
Hat P.r 
which tends to zero as S --?0. 
For the second one, by applying theorem 5, we have 
where Lr is the length of Cr, and Nr is the oscillation of Q 
on Cr. Since Hr of the above inequality a:pproache s zero as $ 
approaches zero (because of continuity of Q on C), it remains 
to prove that is bounded. 
By theorem 4( e), 
s L/ ~~· L~ ~ L t 4 · ~ . 4 · ( /a -t 1 ) <- 1 1· L + 1 6 , 
and the result 
follOI'TS. 
By similar argument, vie obtain 
Jl *dxtL~==-[ pd.-x. 
R C 
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By the addition of two equalities, respectively, -vre obtain 
J pct-x t Qcl~ = fl(t~- ~~) d:kci~ 
G R 
which is to be proven. 
This result seems to imply that if a simple closed curve 
bounding a region such as described in this theorem is only 
rectifiable, Green's theorem is valid. 
Potts proves the theorem with the hypothesis of Riemann 
integrability instead of more usual Lebesgue integrability, 
and further without any reference to real variable measure 
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theory. A similar proof is given by s. Verblunsky who adopts 
the hypothesis of Lebesgue's integrability and Lebesgue's 
measure theory in his proof, which will be given in the follow-
ing section. 
Before the proof of Green's Theorem by s. Verblunsky is 
presented, the following definitions are required. 
Definition 14 
Let I be a bounded interval (a,b) in Rn (real n-dimensional 
Euclidean space); 
I = f x: 
The measure m(I) of I (=length, area, volume, ••• ) is the 
non-negative real number defined by 
m(I) = (b1 - a1 )(b2 - a2 ) ••• (bn- an). 
Definition 15 
""' Let J = L~ Ii, where Ii for all i is non-overlapping interval. 
The outer measure m~'" (A) of a set A is defined by 
m~r(A) = inf m(J) 
.AcJ 
The inner measure m.,1.(A) is defined by 
m.:~(li) = m(X) - m"'}(X-A), 
i'lhere X is a bounded interval containing sets A and J. If the 
inner and outor measure of a set A are equal, a set A is said 
to be Lebesgue measurable. The measure m(A) of A is then de-
fined to be the common value of m.,"(A) and m~,_(A). 
:Jefinition 16 
Let A be a measurable set in Rn; by a dissection of A is 
meant a countable collection~= {A1 , A2 ••• Jof disjoint 
measurable sets whose union is A. 
Let f be a function on A, and let ~ be a dissection of 
A. For each relevant integer r, let 
Br(-D=sup t(~)? .trCf)= iY1f fc~) 
'?(<!')\. :>rt-:4• 
{ (f) = 5 uP. I f (X) I = M a?< ( l.-&-r cf) \:, I Br C f) I ) 
r 71-Eoi4f-
A dissection $ such that 
Z::-t_(f)·YY1(ArJ zoo 
-:~·a.:~ 
will be called admissible for f over A. The set of admis-
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sible dissections 'li'Till be denoted by G( f ,A) (assume not empty). 
For ~ E G the sums 
are called the upper and lower approximating sums, respectively 
for f over A corresponding to ~ • The integrals defined by 
1 {=sup J~Cf) ~A ~E~ 
are called the upper and lower integral, respectively, of f 
over A ( vri th respective Lebesgue measure). 
The function f is said to be Lebesgue integrable over the 
set A if the upper and lower integrals of f over A are equal, 
and their common value is defined to be the integral of f over 
-;;..;~Adopt the convention that if hr(f) = 0o and m(A:r) = 0, or 
if hr(f) = 0 and m(Ar) =0o, then the product ~(fJm(Ar) is to 
be talcen as zero. 
A, written r f JA • 
§4 Proof of Green's Theorem by Verblunsky13 
Again assume P = 0 for simplicity, Let C be a Jordan 
rectifiable curve, and R its interior. 
Let Q be continuous on CUR, and assume 
~ be integrable in CUR, then it can be shown that 
1 J~~ d~ rl ~ = 1 Q tl ~ ) 
D Co and both are Lebesgue integrable for 
every rectangle D = [a< x < b, c < y < b] , contained inside C, 
where CD is the positively oriented boundary of ~. Then 
JJ ~~ cL~ cL~ = [ Qci~. 
lZ c: 
Verblunsky's proof requires the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 1: If~>O, then there are numberso.!,p such that none 
of the lines x =cX+mJ, y = p + m~ (m = 0, ±1, ±2, ••. ) 
meets C in an infinite set of points. 
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This is due Estermann's lemma 214 which requires Lebesgue 
measure theory for the proof. 
Lemma 2: If C is a rectifiable curve of length L, and C(h) is 
the set of ~oints at a distance not exceeding h from C, then 
m[C(-h)] :S lr-g~+ .:Z·ft· L. 
Lemma 3: It is the same as theorem 5. 
13s. Verblunsky, "On Green's Formula, 11 
London }~thematics Society, Vol. 24 (1949), 
14 T. Estermann, loc. ill· 
Journal of the 
pp. 146-14E' -
l'Jovr we shall give the proof of Green 1 s Theorem by Verblunsky: 
By lemma 1, the lines x = cJ. + m ~ , y = r+ m ~ divide R 
into regions~' R2 , ••• , Rs of which R1 , ••• , ~are 
squares, and R. • • 
--1\:+l' ., Rs are not squares and have arcs of 
C as part of their boundaries. The set Rk+l + Rk+2 + ••• 
+Rs is contained in C(~S ), and its measure tends to zero 
with~-7>0 by lemma 2. 
Hence, 
By hypothesis, we can apply Green's formula to each square 
Rr for r = 1, 2, • • • , k. 
Let Or denote the positively oriented boundary of Rr for 
r = 1, 2, • • • ,.s. Then, the theorem w-ill follow if rre show 
that 
By lemma 3, 
Lr being the boundary of Or, and 7, being the oscillation of Q 
;o; 
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on Cr. Since max lr-70 as ~--70, it remains to prove that 2:: Lr 
r'h' 
is bounded. 
1Jou, 
where L is the perimeter of 0 and ~ is the number of squares of 
side ~ which have a point in common with C. Since 
by lemma 2, the result follows. 
The fact that the proof of Green's theorem in general 
form was possible is entirely due to theorem 4. This method 
was first used by ~stermann in his paper for the proof of 
Cauchy's theorem in a general form. But this method has been 
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overlooked by subsequent wirters, and it was shown by Verblunsky 
that the same method can be applied to prove Green's theorem in 
more general form, a proof not possible until then. Estermann's 
lemmas (see Appendix), requires the knowledge of Lebesque meas-
ure and Lebesgue integrability. Verblunsky adopted Estermann's 
lemma, in addition to the hypothesis of Lebesgue integrability 
and measure theory in his proof. 
Later, K. Hu modified Estermann's lemma in his paper for 
the proof of Cauchy's theorem so that no knowledge of Lebesgue 
theory of integration and measure is needed for the proof. He 
did this by the use of a different lemma, which is given in 
the Appendix. 
D. H. Potts, in order to avoid the use of any reference 
to measure theory, modified Verblunsky's proof with the help 
of Hu's lemma. In his paper Potts proves the theorem with 
the hypothesis of Riemann integrability, and without the use 
of any measure theory. 
It should be mentioned that Aposto1 15 in his book gives a 
proof which is essentially Potts', but has modified it by the 
15T. M. Apostol, ££• £!!., pp. 289-292 
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use of Jordan content and an additional theorem, which is equi-
valent to Lemma 2 of Verblunsky's proof. 
~efinition of Jordan content 
LetS be a subset of an intervalfa, b] in En. For every 
partition P ofla, ~ define ~{P,S) to be the sum of the measures 
of those subintervals of P which contain only interior points 
of S, and let J{P,S) be the sum of the measures of those sub-
intervals of P which contain points of S and its boundary. 
The numbers 
_f_ ( s) = sup i 1 ( P, s) I 
c(S)= inf\ J(P,S) I 
P E "f[a,b)~ 
p E -rra. bJ} 
where O'[a, b] denotes the set of all possible partitions of [a, b] , 
are called, respectively, the {n-dimensional) inner and outer 
Jordan content of s. The set S is said to be Jordan-measurable 
if £{S) = c(S), in which case this common value is called the 
Jordan content of s, denoted by c(S). 
Theorem 6 
Let C be a rectifiable simple curve in E2 of length L. 
For each h > 0, let C(h) denote a set of points in the plane at 
a distance not exceeding h from C. Then 
Apostol's modification of the proof is done in the following 
manner, using the same notation used in Potts' proof. 
Denote the union of the border regions ~+l' ••• , Rs by 
Tb. Then, since no point of a border region is more than a 
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distance 2J2~ from C, we must have 
Now by theorem 6, 
From the inequality (10) of Potts' proof 
(10 I) 
for given E: > 0, by choosing ~CE)~ 1. 
Since c. is an arbitrary value, it proves that as S~o, (10' )~ 0. 
The remainder of the proof is the same. It should be noted, 
how·ever, that Apostol refines Potts' proof in his presentation, 
in addition to the above modification. 
Chapter IV 
~ l Application 
Green's theorem relates a line integral over a simple 
closed curve a to a double integral over a region R bounded 
by it, or vice versa. Hence, a useful application of the 
theorem is to the problem of finding the area of a region 
defined by the equation of its boundary curve. 
If R is a region to \·rhich Green's theorem applies and 
is bounded by C, then the area of R is knovm to be found by 
any of the following three formulas: 
(11) -J (fd:X) i Jc- ZJ ) ax + 'X cL d . 
c ( 
Then, we asl\:, if a curve C is a rectifiable Jordan ( sim-
ple closed) curve, can ive conclude that the region bounded by 
C is also rectifiable? Rectifiable region simply means that 
existance of finite area. 
The answer is affirmative, and it can be proven in general 
form by use of theorem 4. 
Define the area of R bounded by any simple closed curve 
(may not be rectifiable) as follows: 
Assume the area of a square is kno1m. 
Let the lines x = n~, y = n~(n = 0, ±1, ±2, • • ) consti-
tute a mesh of squares Di (i = 1, 2, ••• , k, ••• s) which 
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covers R. 
Denote by A the sum of the area of all squares D1 , ••• i 
Dk which lie wholly inside C, then 
f<. A. = 2::: D. L . L 
L=-1 
and denote by Ae this sum plus the areas of all squares con-
taining boundary points of R, that is 
Let f be a diagonal distance of Di. 
If Lim Ai, and Lim Ae exist and are equal, a region R 
>z_,o 7_,o 
is said to have an area, and called rectifiable. Then the 
area of a region R is a common value of the above two limits. 
By using theorem 4 and the above definition, we shall 
prove (in a general form) that if a curve bounding a region 
is rectifiable, then the region is rectifiable also. 
Let 0 be a Jordan rectifiable curve and R a region bounded 
by c. 
Let the lines x and y of theorem 4 constitute the mesh 
of squares .Di which covers R. The definitions and notations 
of Ai and Ae are the same as above. 
Then 
Here 
(12) 
1= -J2 ~ . Hence, to let 1~0 is to let~~ 0. 
~ Lim A~,= Lim ?: D~ =ffctx ci~ 
S __,o $~ o L=-1 
R 
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and 
By theorem 4( e), 
Therefore, 
and 
[by (12_)] 
This is an ordinary Riemann double integral to obtain an area. 
To see whether the limit exists, we apply Green's theorem. 
iie have proven that, if C is a rectifiable Jordan curve and R 
is a region bounded by C, then theorem is valid. Hence, vie 
can a~ply one of the formulas (11), to obtain 
J~cL~ ~Jf ci1 ct~ . 
c 1Z 
J~dy exists since Cis a rectifiable curve; hence,Jrdxdy exists. 
c R 
Therefore, a region R is rectifiable. 
Conclusion 
Various methods of proving Green's theorem have been 
presented. The classical method using iterated integral has 
been discussed. This method is restricted to a region defined 
as a regular region, ~' or By (or both). \fuen a region is 
rectangular, it is shown that the proof can be done without 
the use of iterated integral. This was proved by K. Henger. 
The more generalized form of the proof given by D. H. 
Potts, S. Verblunsky, and Apostol has been discussed. This 
generalization of the proof became possible with the use of 
the Jordan rectifiable curve and a region bounded by the curve, 
and their related properties. Potts uses the hypothesis of 
Riemann integrability only, while Verblunslcy uses Lebesgue 
measure and the hypothesis of Lebesgue integrability. Apostol 
modifies Potts' proof with the use of Jordan content. 
The theorem and the proof in general formpre employed 
to show the existance of an area of a region when it is bounded 
by a Jordan rectifiable curve. 
Appendix 
§ l Estermann' s lemmas 
Let J be a rectifiable Jordan curve. 
Lemma l 
The set of numbers N for which the straight line x == l~ 
has infinitely many common points with the curve J is a set 
of Lebesgue measure zero. 
Lemma 2 
To every positive number b, there exists a number ~ so 
that on none of the straight lines x ==eX+ m~(m==O, l, •••• , 
-1, -2, •••• ) lies infinitely many points of J. 
By using the ~ and ~ which have the property of Lemma 2, 
he stated in his proof for Cauchy's theorem that the straight 
lines X':: c).+ m ~ , and y :: P + m a divide the interior of J into 
a finite number of subregions, where each is bounded by recti-
fiable Jordan curves. Furthermore, Estermann introduced the 
properties a), b), c), d), and e) of theorem 4. 
§ 2 Hu' s lemma 
Lemma 
For any positive number~' the interior of a rectifiable 
Jordan curve, J, can be divided into a finite number of regions 
each of which has altitude and a breadth less than 2 S by using 
segments of the lines x == mS andy== m~ (m==O,l, •••• ,-l,-2, •••• ). 
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Abstract 
A comprehensive study of proof of Green's theorem is pre-
sented. A classical approach to the proof of the theorem has 
been compared with a more generalized form of the proof. 
Chapter I is devoted to defining curves and regions. 
Definitions of a regular curve, a regular region, Jordan curve, 
and Jordan rectifiable curves are presented. 
In chapter II, preliminary definitions and theorems are 
developed for the generalized proof of Green's theorem. In 
article 1, Jordan curve theorem and Jordan regions are dis-
cussed. Article 2 is devoted to Jordan rectifiable curve, a 
region bounded by it and their related properties. In article 
3, a complete proof of theorem 4, which is given in the pre-
vious article, is given. Theorem 4 is essential for the 
generalized proof. 
In chapter III, the proofs of Green's theorem are given. 
First two articles are for the proof by use of the iterated 
method. ~fuen a region is rectangular, the proof without the 
use of the iterated integral is discussed. Article 3 deals 
~nth the proof by D. H. Potts and in article 4, Verblunsky's 
proof is presented. It has been shown that Potts uses the 
hypothesis of Riemann integrability without measure theory 
while Verblunsky's proof requires not only Lebesgue integra-
bility and measure theory but also ~stermann's lemmas which 
are presented in the Appendix. 
In chapter IV, Green's theorem is applied to show that 
if a curve C is a rectifiable Jordan (simple closed) curve, 
then the region bounded by C is also rectifiable. 
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